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The Suspects
In the morning, they found the owner and director of The Grand Hacienda
Hotel in Spain, Arthur Seaton, dead in his office. He had been stabbed to
death. The four and three quarter star, luxury international establishment
had only been in operation for less than a year, but, as you will soon learn,
a lot has been going on behind the scenes. The staff at the hotel are:
Fiona (co-owner of the hotel) I met Arthur when I was at college. We
became good friends. After we finished, Arthur asked me if I’d like to go
into a business venture with him. He thought we could pool our resources
to build a new hotel in Spain and then run it together. His family was very
wealthy and so was mine. It was a bit of a gamble, but we both wanted to
create something special and we both loved Spain. After a bit of
persuading, our parents agreed to fund the project – 50% each. Arthur
didn’t fancy me romantically thankfully. We were just business partners.
He certainly wasn’t my kind of man. Unfortunately Arthur has always
insisted on working our staff far too hard. Dress suggestions: Conservative
business clothes such as a suit. Carry a notepad (paper or electronic) or a
briefcase.
Sebastian (concierge) When I was in my twenties, I was lucky enough to
be able to spend some time working in the USA because my mother had
moved to California after she married an American man. I learnt how to
speak English fluently and I learnt a lot about the hospitality industry. I
obtained work in one of the finest hotels in LA and I was able to move up
the ranks quite quickly. Unfortunately I didn’t get on too well with my new
stepfather who seemed to treat my mother as some kind of slave. Finally
my mother decided that enough was enough and that even a poor existence
was better than one where you lost all respect for yourself. So we moved
back to Spain, back to our old way of life. I must admit I was sorry to kiss
all that money goodbye, but I was happy to be back in Spain. So you can
imagine my excitement when I heard that a luxury hotel was being built in
my city by an American couple. And it has been great, apart from the very
long hours Arthur expected me to work. Dress suggestions: Dark suit with
a white shirt. Perhaps add a drooping moustache and a sash tie.
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Pascal (French chef) I loved cooking and my mother soon handed the
apron over to me. She said I could sense what a taste would be even before
I had put the ingredients together. I won a scholarship to the most
prestigious culinary academy in Paris. I cooked a soufflé. They said it
didn’t just melt in their mouths; it melted their hearts as well. Then I
worked in one of the leading hotels in Paris. I became the head chef of the
hotel. French cuisine is without doubt the best in the world, but even caviar
and truffles every day can lose their appeal. You need variety and new
challenges. When I heard of this job in Spain, I knew it would allow me
the opportunity to experiment not only with the colors and textures of Spain
but also with a different cuisine. Dress suggestions: Chef’s check trousers
and chef’s cap or a French beret.
Jose (Spanish waiter) When I was younger, I dreamed of being a singer. I
love singing ballads – the ones that make women weep. But I realized that
although I was a good singer, I was no Caruso. So I became a waiter to
make a living. Almost three years ago, I married Louisa, the most beautiful
woman on God’s earth! She shines like the sun in my eyes. A year ago, she
gave birth to our precious little Annietta. I worked at one of the restaurants
in the city, but I found it hard to make enough money to support my wife
and child. Louisa had to mind other women’s children as well as her own,
just so that we could afford to pay the rent. I was very happy when I
obtained a job at the new hotel, because it paid more and I was allowed to
sing Spanish love songs to the guests. Dress suggestions: Black trousers
and white shirt. Perhaps add a drooping moustache and a sash tie. Carry a
guitar or violin.
Francis (Spanish gardener) My father was one of the leading botanists in
Spain and he taught me to love plants. Unfortunately, I inherited my
mother’s emotional side rather than my father’s intellect, so I didn’t make
it to university. After I left school, I became a gardener. I always knew I
would because plants are the only things that bring out the best in me.
There are few wealthy people in our city who can afford to have a private
gardener, so I was employed in doing minor gardening jobs by various
people. When I heard about the new hotel, I was very excited by the idea of
creating a big beautiful garden from nothing. I was afraid that they would
give the job to someone who had been to horticulture school rather than
me, but fortunately they didn’t. Dress suggestions: Drape yourself in
cuttings from various plants as if you have just emerged from the bushes.
Khaki clothes with maybe a spade in hand.
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Antoinette (Brazilian masseuse) My mother was a healer and she passed
on a lot of what she knew to me. I went to massage school in Brazil and
obtained my certificate in remedial massage. I worked in a health clinic. I
developed a good reputation. But I found that there were problems I didn’t
know how to deal with, so I went on an advanced training course in
remedial massage in LA. While I was in LA, I heard about a hotel that
some Americans were planning to build in Spain. I thought that because I
know Portuguese, Spanish and English, that I would fit in quite well in
Spain. I applied for the position and I demonstrated my skills on Arthur
and he said he would be happy to employ me, especially if I did that to him
once a week. It was agreed and I got the job. Dress suggestions: Welloiled body, leotards or gym clothes and perhaps with a towel around your
neck. Perhaps wear tiger balm or other fragrant oils.
Maria (Flamenco dancer) I grew up in a respectable family. We thanked
God for what we had. I dreamed of becoming a nun, but later I realized that
my family needed my financial support. My family was so poor that it
looked as if they would have to adopt out my youngest sister if I didn’t find
work. Fortunately I was lucky enough to find work in one of the restaurants
as a Flamenco dancer. But I am a bit shy and I found that the clients would
generally tip the more bubbly dancers rather than me. So my wages were
very low indeed. When I heard of the new hotel, I thought that it would be
a better place for me to work – more tasteful and genteel. I was very
pleased when I got the job at the hotel. Fiona seemed such a nice lady to
work for. I didn’t like it when Arthur used to squeeze me, but I thought
that this was just the way American men were with women. Dress
suggestions: Flamenco dress with castanets (if available) and dancing
shoes. Wear a cross around your neck.
Tom (Caribbean barman) I wanted to be a famous cricketer, but don’t all
young Caribbean boys want to be cricketers! I loved to dance and I loved to
party, so when someone suggested my being a barman, I thought it
sounded perfect. My parents sent me to a top bar school in the US. I
memorized all the cocktail recipes as quickly as I could. Then I came to
Spain and worked in a few of the bars. I was popular with everybody and I
mixed a mean drink. Then I saw the movie Cocktail and it changed my
approach to my career. I knew then that I wanted to include more of my
love of dancing in my job. I started moving, really moving man! And they
started to pay me even more, so I knew I was doing the right thing. Then I
heard about the new hotel and they heard of me. You see I had quite a
reputation around town by then. Dress suggestions: Flowery Hawaiiantype shirt. Add some fake-tanning lotion to add to the Caribbean look.
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Louis (Spanish porter) My family was poor so I didn’t go to school for
very long. That is why I can’t speak much English. My first job was as a
bouncer at a bar. It was a tough job. I hated dealing with drunks all the
time. I was lucky to get my position with the hotel. I think they liked my
smile. They didn’t seem to mind that my English was a bit poor. I bring the
bags and the meals to the hotel rooms. Sometimes the clients asked me to
buy postcards for them, so now I have set up a little sideline business
selling postcards. They are very pretty postcards. Dress suggestions: Black
trousers and a white shirt and a porter’s cap. Perhaps add a drooping
moustache and a sash tie.
Marilda (Spanish barmaid) My mother was the kind of woman who lived
for her children. She had nothing in her life besides us. I am determined to
not end up like her. I want a life filled with excitement, not nappies. I went
to a bar school and spent my nights in the kinds of bars I wanted to work
in. I have never had trouble attracting men. I love to go out with men and
have fun, but I don’t let them put their noose around my neck. I found a job
at a classy bar at one of the hotels. I learnt a lot on that job about how to
handle drunken men. I found that there are ways to twist men around your
finger without them thinking the less of you. When I heard about this
elegant new hotel I just knew it was the place for me. So I put on my red
dress and my best perfume and fluttered my eyelashes at Arthur. Men are
so easy. Dress suggestions: Colorful feminine clothes (as you are part of
the bar dancing act). Lots of lipstick and perfume. Maybe enhance your
breasts by adding socks.
Isabella (Spanish room service maid) Over the years, when I haven’t been
having children, I have been working as a maid for various rich people. But
it seems the richer they are, the less they pay. My husband hurt his back
when he worked as a builder’s laborer and he hasn’t been able to work
since. He has to spend most of his time lying down. We have 4 children to
support, so I have to work. In my last job the woman was a slave driver.
She had me cleaning the cracks between the tiles in her house with a
toothbrush. When I heard about this new hotel, I thought I would be given
a job as a bed maker. I was very surprised when they offered me the job of
room service maid. My English is not the best, so I am often in trouble
when the guest complains that I am bringing him or her not what they
ordered. They start drawing pictures in the air, trying to get me to
understand what it is that they want. I feel like a child in class. Dress
suggestions: A maid’s outfit (eg frilly apron).
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Juliolla (Spanish cleaner) When I was younger, I dreamt of marrying a
man and never having to work again. But when I grew up, I realized that
nobody gets to just be at home these days. My husband works as a
carpenter. His wage isn’t enough for us both to live on. I was unable to
have children, so there isn’t much for me to do at home anyway. I have
been working as a cleaner for most of my life. I used to clean large office
buildings at night. I didn’t really like this because it meant that I never got
to spend time with my husband. When I heard about the hotel, I was
determined to work there. Arthur, believe it or not, timed applicants on
how long it took them to clean a double room. Of course I won hands
down. At first there weren’t many guests, so the work was easy. The other
cleaner and I used to mess around and laugh a lot. She said I can make
beds so quick, I ought to be in the Guinness Book of Records. Dress
suggestions: Wear a uniform. Have cleaning rags still hanging out of the
pockets. Carry a feather duster.
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Optional authorities
Estoban Barcel – I’m an inspector working with the Spanish Police
Force. We may have a relaxed lifestyle here in Spain but we take crime
very seriously. I have spent a good many years helping to put criminals
behind bars, and the only thing I like better than chasing criminals, is
dancing. Dress suggestions: Wear a casual shirt, casual trousers and
carry a notebook and pen.
Carmen Paella– I’m a detective employed by the Spanish Police Force
to get to the bottom of mysteries. I have uncovered more crimes than
you’ve had fish dinners, and I’m a better investigator than any you
might see on TV. Dress suggestions: Wear a casual shirt, a plain skirt
and carry a notebook and pen.
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Optional witnesses
Rickie Dario (pot scrubber) Ever since I can remember I have wanted
to be a rock ‘n roll star. Unfortunately, because my love of music took
my entire attention I didn’t do very well at school. Because I was bad at
school, the only job I have been able to find since leaving school is potscrubbing. I don’t mind as it is a job which leaves my mind free to be
thinking of lyrics and melodies for my new songs. I have been in a band
for many years but we have never been given a lucky break. So we just
keep practicing in the garage. Dress suggestions: Wear old, torn
clothes. Maybe jeans. Carry an electric guitar.
Josie Gaea (laundress) I grew up in a small village in the country and
my father was a goat herder. When I turned of age my parents sent me
to the city to earn money. I send them back as much money as I can
from my wages. I miss them very much. Because no education I speak
very little English. I was very happy to get the laundress job at the hotel
because I prefer it to cleaning. Dress suggestions: Wear old, torn
clothes and carry a scrubbing brush. Maybe Spanish peasant-type
clothes.
Henri Bonjour (French Artist) I’m very rich and I love to spend
several weeks in Spain painting the warm dry colors of the Spanish
landscape. I always stay in the best hotels because I can afford to. The
French press think I’m eccentric. They say I can’t paint. But, who
cares? I’m rich. Dress suggestions: Wear loose colorful trousers, a
striped shirt or sweater and a beret. Carry an artist’s brush and palette.
Charles Ponsenbury (English Nobleman) I say, I can’t seem to find
any foxhunts in these shires. And I can’t find any horses either. Come
to think of it, I can’t find anything. Where’s my horse? Has anyone
seen my horse? Dress suggestion: Wear an old English-style hunting
jacket and riding pants. Carry a horse whip.
Wolfie Meisner (German party-goer) Gutentach! Ho, ho. Let’s sing
and dance and be merry. I’m off to the dining room. Come and join me
for some sauerkraut and wieners. Dress suggestion: Wear shorts
(leather if possible) with braces, long socks, leather shoes, white longsleeve shirt, colorful bowtie and hat.
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Katsumoto Katana (Japanese Samurai Actor) I am an honorable
silent warrior. My actions speak louder than my words. Dress
suggestions: Wear a Samurai costume, plastic Samurai sword,
Samurai wig/helmet, (wooden) thongs. Move around the party with a
strong silent presence.
Daniel Downpour (Australian International Swimmer) I come from a
country town in Australia and I’m on my way to an International
Swimming Contest in France. I’ve been training 8 hours a day in
preparation. I’m shy. I’m not used to all these people. Some folks think
I’m good looking. I guess I am. I don’t know. Dress suggestions: Wear
a track suit with “Australia” written on it, along with goggles, bathing
cap, towel, thongs/slippers, and a bleached hair wig. Carry a toy koala.
Alfonso Collada (Spanish bull-fighter) I am ze greatest bull-fighter in
all of Spain. I move like a ballet dancer. I pit my strength and skill
against ze terrifying bulls. I am a slayer of angry beasts. Dress
suggestions: Wear tight dark pants, white socks, white lace shirt, small
waistcoat, and a three-cornered hat. Carry a red cape.
Rudy Bellows (American circus ringmaster) Step up. Step up. Step
right up ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to the greatest show on earth.
The circus is in town: tricky trapeze; jovial jugglers; classy clowns. Yes
siree, you name it we’ve got it. Dress suggestions: Wear trousers,
braces, colorful shirt, colorful waistcoat and bowtie, and a top hat.
Carry a megaphone.
Latesha Ivalloffalot (Russian trapeze artist) I vonna enjoy a nice ‘otel
room for a change. Vee are alvays on a train – bumpity bump. I vonna
stop moving. I’m alvays moving: swinging, somersaulting, falling,
bouncing. Ugh! I’m veary of it! Dress suggestions: Wear a sparkling
leotard, lots of make-up, and athlete’s wrist bands. Speak with a
Russian accent.
Wei Tuhai (Chinese juggler) I escape flom mainrand China and joined
the circus. Rife is gleat now. I have fleedom, money and Amelican
boyfliend. Dress suggestions: Wear Chinese silk pants, long-sleeved
silk shirt and brightly colored waistcoat. Carry something unbreakable
to juggle.
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Hilary Uss (Circus clown) I was born on a circus train. Both my
parents were circus clowns, and their parents before them. I make
people laugh, but no-one makes me laugh. Can you make me laugh?
Dress suggestions: Wear a clown suit, red nose, funny hat, clown’s
make-up and big shoes.
Yoko Tanaka (Japanese kimono exporter) I travel the world selling
kimonos made by our family company in Japan. I have several on
display in the lobby. Would you like to see them? Dress suggestions:
Wear a Japanese kimono, black kimono wig with chopsticks in it, a
large sash around your waist with a big knot at the back, white socks
and no shoes.

Name Tags

Fiona
(suspect)

Penny Finda (Up-market backpacker) Hey guys! What are ya doin’?
This place is fab, isn’t it? I did all my washing this morning and I had
the hotel staff hang it out for me. Gee, I like roughing it and traveling
on a budget. Dress suggestions: Wear fashionable travel clothes,
hiking boots and a backpack.
Princess Lania (Exotic Royalty) I’m having a stopover on my way to
represent our kingdom at a royal wedding. The gardens here are
beautiful and the view from the stateroom is magnificent. But I don’t
care for Spanish food. Dress suggestions: Wear a flowing gown, veils
and a tiara or crown.
Randy Gadzinsky (American real estate agent) I’m supposed to be on
holiday, but my clients can’t leave me alone. Spain is the place to live
in your retirement – low taxes, cheap land prices, good climate and a
low cost of living. I found this land for Arthur and Fiona’s hotel. I
made millions on the sale (millions of Spanish Pesetas, that is). Dress
suggestions: Wear smart casual business clothes, and carry a mobile
phone and a newspaper.
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Sebastian
(suspect)
Jose
(suspect)

Pascal
(suspect)

Maria
(suspect)

Francis
(suspect)

Tom
(suspect)

Antoinette
(suspect)

Louis
(suspect)

Marilda
(suspect)

Rickie Dario
(witness)

Isabella
(suspect)

Josie Gaea
(witness)

Juliolla
(suspect)

Henri Bonjour
(witness)

Charles
Ponsenbury
(witness)

Wolfie Meisner
(witness)

Katsumoto Katana
(witness)

Daniel Downpour
(witness)

Alfonso Collada
(witness)

Rudy Bellows
(witness)

Latesha
Ivalloffalot
(witness)

Wei Tuhai
(witness)

Hilary Uss
(witness)

Yoko Tanaka
(witness)

Penny Finda
(witness)

Princess Lania
(witness)
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Randy Gadzinsky
(witness)

“Caught In A Spanish Web”

Fiona
What I can reveal

Detective
Estoban Barcel
Detective
Carmen Paella

We built the hotel about eleven months ago. Then we got the decorators
in and we interviewed for staff. We recruited mainly local Spanish staff
plus a few specialists like Pascal, Tom and Antoinette.
At business school Arthur and I were praised for our emphasis on
efficiency, but when it came to actually managing a hotel, I found out
that Arthur was keen on having his staff work long hours so that he
could cut costs. For the first few months, that was OK. We were keen
to make a good job of it and so were the staff. But no one can be
expected to work thirteen or fourteen hour days indefinitely.
Two months ago, I told Arthur I just couldn’t keep up with this sort of
pace. I told him I was taking two weeks off to go back to the States to
see my folks. Arthur reluctantly agreed, but not without giving me an
“I’m more wonderful than you” type lecture about “letting the team
down” and so on. I just ignored him and went.
Sebastian came to me to complain about the long hours he was being
expected to work. He said he’d complained to Arthur, but he just
ignored him. I felt sorry, not just for Sebastian, but for all the staff. I
told Arthur it was unreasonable, not to mention inefficient, to expect
our staff, and Sebastian in particular, to work such ridiculous hours.
Arthur told me to mind my own business and that he would decide how
to manage the staff not me. That really upset me because before that
Arthur had always said what a great team we made and how he always
really valued my opinions. Now that I was back from my holiday, I
thought Arthur would stop flirting with the female staff. But he didn’t.
Arthur still kept bothering the women staff. (see next page)
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Last night, I went to Arthur’s office and told him I was ashamed of the
way he was treating the staff, especially the women. He just laughed at
me and told me to get out.

“Caught In A Spanish Web”

I told him that I wanted out. Arthur didn’t seem too worried. He said if
I left him he would have more time to play around with the female staff,
whether they liked it or not. He said his parents would help him buy my
share of the business.

Sebastian

I told him that they would take him to court for harassment. He said,
his family and his lawyers would never allow that to happen. I left in
tears. Maria saw me and took me into the conservatory and comforted
me. Arthur had changed from the man I knew from my college days and
I no longer liked him. In fact I was surprised to discover that I really
hated him. I knew that Arthur would be in his office till late that
evening because he had the end of month paperwork to finish.

What I can reveal
I applied for the position of concierge, because I had reached that level
in my last job in the US. I was very pleased when I was told I’d won
the position. My new bosses were great. They were both so keen to
make The Grand Hacienda Hotel the finest hotel in Spain. I knew it
would mean long hours but that didn’t worry me. Fiona even asked my
advice on the decor. She said she wanted ideas on how to make it have
an even more Spanish flavor. I bought my mother in, and together we
came up with some really good ideas.
We used to have weekly meetings in which we were encouraged to give
our suggestions. Arthur and Fiona often changed things as a result of
our suggestions. The monthly meetings started to become gripe
sessions, because everyone was starting to feel run down after six
months of incredibly long hours. Arthur started to ignore our
suggestions as to how things could be improved. We all felt that we
need more staff so that we could start working normal hours. He just
said there wasn’t the money. We knew Arthur was lying about the
money, because the hotel had become very popular and was often
booked out with visitors and conferences.
(see next page)
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Arthur expected me to work until the last guest had arrived which often
meant staying up till one or two o’clock in the morning and then being
back behind my counter at six the following morning. I was only given
one day off a week and Fiona worked in my place on this day. I
survived by drinking lots of coffee, but even the effect of the strong
coffee was wearing off. I had started taking handfuls of caffeine pills
just to stay awake. Arthur said that if I couldn’t handle the job, he
would have to replace me with someone who could. He said I should
think about it some more.
I felt really angry, because I had devoted so much time and effort into
making the hotel the success it now was. And I knew that I would never
find a similar job in Spain. But ulcers can kill people you know, so I
was in a real predicament. I asked Fiona if she could help. She said she
would try, but I knew she had no real power over him.
On the night of the murder I was very busy. We had a big conference
starting on Monday and a lot of the delegates had come a few days
early to see the sights of Spain before the conference began. I worked
late, as usual on the night of the murder. My ulcer was giving me a lot
of trouble – sharp twinges and so on. I was sick of the pain and I just
had to do something to get rid of it.
If someone asks you…
(if you coped with the long hours) My health was starting to
deteriorate. The doctor said I had developed an ulcer. I told Arthur that
I needed another assistant, apart from Fiona, so that I could rest up my
ulcer a little bit.
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Pascal
What I can reveal
Fiona was delighted when I accepted the position. I think she knew she
had scored one of the world’s most brilliant chefs. At first I had plenty
of time to experiment with new dishes, because it wasn’t until after the
first month that we started having large numbers of rooms being filled.
I tried some of the new Californian cuisine and I read up on the new
“healthy” approach to cooking. I must admit it was a bit of an eye
opener for me. I had to think twice about all the creamy sauces I was
used to using. And when I read all the statistics about the effect of meat
on the body, I decided to concentrate on white rather than red meat. Of
course, I still cooked red meat and I still cooked French dishes, but I
started to put other alternatives on the menu.
Being in Spain, I also did some research on local vegetables and spices
and the way real Spanish food is prepared and cooked. I developed
some very interesting nouveau Spanish dishes. I loved the way in
Spain, there was so much color. The clothes people wore, the colors
they painted their houses. Everything was so rich.
I started to focus more on the appearance of my dishes on the plate. For
example, when I served a Spanish dish, I served it on colorful plates
and served the dish in such a way that its colors were also vibrant.
I have become close friends with Maria. She is the kind of lady I
admire. She has strong values. Someday I would like to marry her.
Recently Maria told me how Arthur had been making very indiscreet
advances towards her. It made me furious that he would dare to touch
my pure little Spanish rose – Maria. (see next page)
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Lately we have been having full houses and it has been frantic in the
kitchen. I told Arthur that he must employ a junior chef to help me or I
will not be able to keep up the standard that people have come to
expect. He said he would find someone for me. Arthur bought a young
Spanish man to the kitchen yesterday. He said he was my junior chef,
but after the first hour or so, I realized that this man had never had any
training as a chef. He had only worked in Greasy Jose’s Take Out.
There is a big difference between cooking burgers and creating culinary
magic. I was so angry. I went to Arthur’s office to complain after most
of the dinner rush was over.
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“Caught In A Spanish Web”
Clue page for the witnesses or authority
Print as many copies as you need.
Staple a copy of their name tag here

What I know

If someone asks you…

Staple their extra clues here

(what you long-term goals are as a chef) I don’t see this hotel as the
end of my career. Someday I would like to open a top class restaurant
of my own in the Big Apple. But if Arthur had continued to cramp my
culinary genius it would have destroyed my reputation forever.
(what you found when you visited Arthur in his office) When I knocked
he didn’t answer so I walked in. I found him grabbing hold of a terrified
Maria. I won’t repeat the words that came to my mouth, for the sake of
the ladies present, but I can tell you that they were words of flaming
fury indeed.

What I need to do
1
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Talk to everyone, not just the suspects and tell them what you know
and find out what they know. Look at The Suspects pages.

Extra clues
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Divide these 54 extra clues up amongst the witnesses and
investigators. If you don’t have many of these, you may like to also
share them with the suspects.

“Caught In A Spanish Web”

When Fiona came back from her trip, she could tell things had changed.
She could just feel it in the air. The staff members were giving her
funny looks. She asked Maria what happened while she was away. She
said, “While the cats away the mice will play”. She said that Arthur
had been flirting with all the female staff, but that they all found him as
appealing as a cold Tortilla de Patatas – a Spanish potato omelet.

by Stephanie Chambers
These are the clues for:

Extra clues

Apparently the staff they employed were excellent, each and every one
of them, and for the first six months they worked as a very close team.
It soon became apparent to Pascal that to Arthur he was just the “cook”
out the back whipping up some food. Arthur couldn’t understand why
as a chef Pascal commanded such a high salary. But Fiona pointed out
to Arthur that that was how things were, that he couldn’t employ some
cheap chef and still expect to attract celebrities and dignitaries to the
hotel.
Recently Jose and his wife Louisa bought their first apartment. Before
that they had been renting. They were so proud. They said "Of course,
it’s only tiny, and the mortgage is very large, but at least it’s all ours."
Apparently Francis said the creation of the gardens for the hotel was a
very large project and apart from a few contractors who were employed
in the early stages, he had to spend long hours to get it all going
properly.
(say to Antionette) What did Arthur say when you protested that you
didn’t want to continue massaging male clients?
Maria – do you enjoy working as a dancer at the hotel?
Tom – were you worried about Arthur's drinking problem?
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